meTRON 07 CI Metal Detector with Checkweigher

• Fully integrated MD and Weigh Cell with single point operation
  • 15.6” Touch screen
  • Rates up to 250 PPM up to +/- 0.1-gram repeatability
  • 3 belt widths available 150mm, 250mm, 350mm – up to 600mm in length
  • 07 CI coil for optimum performance
  • Standard coil widths of 250mm, 350mm, 450mm – height dependant on product
  • IP 65 overall – IP69K option available
  • Fully password protected
  • On board USB
  • Audit logging of all events
  • Reject options – Air blast, pusher arm, other option available
  • Dual reject bins for proper auditing of metal and weight rejections
  • Key switch locking bin doors – Standard (Automatic interlocking bin doors are optional)
  • Bin full indication – standard on all units
  • Reject confirmation – standard on all units

Weigh Cell Specific Details:
  • EMFR technology – Electro-Magnetic Force Restoration
    • Achieve higher resolution and repeatability with short measuring times – much faster and accurate than traditional strain gauge load scales